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One of the most popular questions cops get asked is "What's the funniest thing that's ever

happened to you on the job?" Well, we set out to gather a few funny stories from across North

America and compiled them into this eBook with some stories you will want to read again and again

to laugh at and share with your friends.So many times in the career of law enforcement officers, you

end up saying "You just can't make this stuff up!" So, here are some insights as to the sorts of

things that we have laid eyes on or experienced that we hope you'll enjoy!Please be aware that the

stories in this book are REAL and some involve recounting nudity or other PG-16+ situations that

you may want to consider if you find such real situations (that cops see and have to learn to laugh

at) offensive.
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Think: Chicken Soup for the Soul meets Reno 911/Brooklyn 99! This collection of humorous short

stories will have you laughing until it hurts whether you are part of law enforcement or not. It's a

great way to show that police officers are just people like the rest of us. I loved how you don't need



to have a lot of time to read to enjoy this book. It is set up where you only need a couple minutes at

a time to pick it up and read a snippet or two to get a great laugh. I truly started to wonder if

someone would call the police for a well-being check on a crazy woman laughing hysterically alone

in her car.....but then I might be in the next book!!

I have always wanted to know what goes on when I see the officers speeding past me at such a

high speed and wonder what excitement or intense situation there heading off to. I first hand love

when I get to witness funny situations with the officers when it comes to certain people I deal with

everyday, especially when you get the pleasure of working with the funniest, and most sarcastic

officer's. But when it comes to this book it is absolutely hilarious. Took me a minute to finally finish

due to my schedule but when you get into each story you definitely cant help but laugh and wonder

how hard it was for each officer to hold the laughter from these situations. My favorite stories are the

courtesy flush and I'm watching pooorrnn! Those were hilarious along with each and every story but

the dirty and gross stories are definitely my favorite. It was a pleasure reading each and every story,

so with that being said this book is definitely worth every penny spent.Thank you.

This book should be the size of an encyclopedia. Very comical. It sheds a bit of humorous light on a

pretty sobering job, as I've always said that people can't even begin to understand what officers

see, deal with, face and have to close their eyes to daily. They have to store the bad in their

memory banks and these are the stories they get to chuckle about and I am glad they are able to do

so. I love hearing the funny stories from my family and friends in law enforcement and when we can

all laugh it just makes it healthy. Already recommended and will continue to do so.

I bought this book for my husband as a gift since he is going into the police academy. He HATES

reading but this was one book he couldn't put down. He loved it! This book is filled with real stories

about real police officers and it's an eye -opening point of view. Everyone should read it!

As a cop, I love this book. It's hilarious. However, the table of contents is in the back and in the

chapter of stuff found in pockets, the bullet points are off. Most don't begin with a bullet point and

then half way though, there is one.

I bought this collection this morning and just finished reading. My face hurts from smiling so much.

But you know you have a winner when after you read a story, you're cleaning up coffee that sprayed



from your mouth. Thanks Dookie!

Some real funny stories, and unless you are in the line of work some would be considered

unbelievable. I love hearing stories from my family in blue! Good read!

I love this book You Can't Make This Stuff Up: Ridiculously Funny Stories By Real Cops. But a long

time since I read a book where there was something to laugh about on each and every page. There

are a couple of stories where I was almost hysterical with laughing. I do not envy the police. I highly

recommend this book, you will not stop laughing.
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